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VIRTUAL MEETING  
 
UBCIC Operations During COVID-19 
 
UBCIC Offices Closed / All Staff Working from Home 
On March 16, 2020, in response to Provincial Health Officer recommendations, UBCIC offices closed and 
staff and Executive made the switch to remote work. This presented a series of logistical and human 
resources challenges so early efforts largely focused on addressing these. This included providing staff 
with necessarily equipment and infrastructure to work from home, creating temporary policies to 
ensure accountability (instituted daily work logs) and alleviate concerns (e.g. allowing staff to take sick 
and vacation leave before it was accrued), and providing additional supports for staff, such as 
establishing the Employee Assistance Program.  This also included instituting a travel and meeting ban 
and a temporary ban on raises.  
 
Office Re-Opening 
In April to June 2020, we largely focused on developing an office re-opening plan responsive to the 
Provincial Health Officer’s recommendations and ensuring staff safety and comfort. 
 
To this end, we struck a Joint Occupational Health and Safety Committee (JOHSC) with 
management and staff representatives. The JOHSC compiles, reports and addresses safety 
concerns in the office. The JOHSC was first tasked with developing a back to work safety plan.  
 
JOHSC conducted a staff survey, carried out research, and presented recommendations to 
A/Administrative Director on June 4, 2020. 

• Jody worked with a labour lawyer to develop a full back to work plan and related policies. 
• Melissa and Jody physically prepared the space. 
• Back to work plan and polices were shared with UBCIC staff And Executive on July 9, 2020 (in 

your kit) 
 
Back to Work Plan – Key Principles 

1. Cautious, safety first and voluntary 
2. Progressive phased approach 
3. Cohort-based 
4. Flexible - responsive to public health advisories 
5. Accountable 

 
1. Cautious, Safety First and Voluntary 

We are taking a very cautious approach to office re-opening. A second wave of COVID-19 



infections was anticipated (and has materialized) and we are leaving it up to staff to decide 
if they are comfortable to work some hours in the office. At this point, returning to the 
office is entirely voluntary and staff who do must adhere to strict safety and sanitization 
protocols. At any point, we can scale back and return to a work from home strategy. 

 
Staff who exhibit any symptoms are required to stay away from UBCIC offices. They will 
be asked (but are not legally required) to test for COVID-19 and will have to remain in 
quarantine or work from home for 14 days after the last symptom they are experiencing 
clears up. Staff who exhibit symptoms while at work will be sent home and are asked to 
follow the same steps as above. Their entire cohort will also be sent home and 
professional cleaning company will be engaged to sanitize the space 

 

UBCIC offices are prepared for re-opening in the following ways: 
• Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) is provided for all staff including: 

o masks and face shields 
o gloves 
o sanitizing wipes 
o individual hand sanitizer 

• Shared items moved to more open spaces or removed. 
• Instructional and directional information signs posted 
• Plexiglass barriers purchased and set up 
• Occupancy limits posted for each space 
• Policies established and communicated re physical distancing and sanitizing. 

 
2. Progressive Phased Approach 

Office re-opening will occur in four phases – outlined below and detailed in the safety plan in your kit: 
 

Phase Projected Start 
Date 

Features Meetings and Travel Duration / Comments 

Phase One Monday, July 27, 
2020 

Maximum 30% 
office capacity 

Travel ban in effect.  Meetings of 2 to 
3 people in designated office space 
with physical distancing. Attending in 
person meetings not mandatory.  
Visitors only with prior supervisory 
approval 

4-6 weeks. Can be 
extended or can revert to 
work from home to 
accommodate public 
health advisories. 

Phase Two Monday, August 
24, 
2020 – Monday, 
September 7, 2020 

Maximum 50% 
office capacity 

Travel ban Modified.  No plane travel.  
 

Meetings of 2 to 3 people in 
designated office space with 
physical distancing. 

 
Attending external meetings of 10 
people or less only in open 
ventilated spaces with proper 
safety measures in place. 
Attending in person meetings not 
mandatory.  Visitors only with prior 
supervisory approval 

Continues until further 
notice.  



Phase Three To Be Determined 
We are delaying 
Phase Three due to 
a Covid second 
wave 

Maximum 70% 
office capacity 

Travel ban under review. Will advise. 
 

Attending Internal and external 
meetings TBD on case by case 
basis depending on Public Health 
advisories. Attending in person 
meetings not mandatory. Visitors 
allowed in limited numbers but 
they must adhere to UBCIC safety 
protocols 

Longer unspecified term. 
Phase three will likely 
continue for several 
months. Can revert to 
Phase One or Two or work 
from home to 
accommodate public 
health advisories. 

Phase Four To be determined Full Office 
opening 

Return to normal operations Physical distancing and 
stringent sanitizations 
measures lifted but 
advisories still in place. 

 
3. Cohort-Based 

UBCIC office re-opening is based on “cohorts” of staff who come into the office on the same 
days. This is to minimize exposure if someone in the office is taken ill. Cohorts will have the 
option to come into the office on either Mondays and/or Tuesdays (Cohort A) or Wednesdays 
and/or Thursdays (Cohort B). Fridays the office will remain closed (open to trades). Some 
features of cohort-based approach: 
 

• Each cohort includes an onsite supervisor 
• Each cohort was determined based on where staff are located in the office to maintain physical 

distancing 
• Cohorts are only allowed to come into the office on their designated days to minimize possible 

exposure (or on Fridays with prior approval) 
• Cohorts are encouraged to travel safely (to this end, there is some flexibility provided so that 

people who take transit can travel outside peak times). 
 

4. Flexible - Responsive to Public Health Advisories 
Our priority is the health and safety of UBCIC staff and membership. All office re-opening plans 
can change, revert to earlier phases or be cancelled in response to public health advisories or 
other as yet unspecified concerns. 

 
5. Accountable 

All UBCIC staff are required to review and sign a work from home agreement and are required to 
provide daily logs of their work – whether working from home or the office. 
 
Impacts of COVID–19 on ongoing and future funding 
Future funding to carry out our work will likely be negatively impacted by COVID-19. To address this, we 
carried over as much funding as possible into 2020-2021 and 2021-2022. We are also working with 
funders to ensure we can carry over funds for at least two years (not normally permitted but there has 
been some leeway given the pandemic crisis). Most federal departments are being flexible with 
deadlines, but it will be a challenge going forward as deferred work impacts new or ongoing work. I am 
not recommending layoffs and in fact we have been able to hire new staff to advance our work. I also 
recommended some planning and austerity measures: 
 



Short to medium term (2020 to 2022) 
• Temporary suspension of cost of living salary increases 

o merit and equity-based increases still to be considered 
• Scaling back of Executive and staff travel to essential meetings and events 

o recommend one Executive member per event, where possible 
o recommend limiting onsite staff support where possible (to limit travel costs) 
o recommend declining invitations to non-essential events where possible 
o recommend remote access video and teleconferencing participation where possible 

• scaling back on equipment purchases outside of project allowables (and COVID-related needs) 
• Internal operational “mini audit” to identify costs that can be cut (e.g. catering). This is pending. 

Long Term (2 to 5 years) 
• Where possible secure multiyear funding (e.g. Specific Claims Research Program) 
• Explore alternate funding opportunities 
• Consider other revenue streams  
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